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Gremer Machine and Tool (GM&T) 
 

Standard Shipping Processes and Terms 
 

  
 
Shipment Service Providers 
 
GM&T will typically utilize FedEx or UPS for shipments to customers. We reserve the right to select 
other carriers or shipping methods, as necessary when, in our estimation, they can provide superior 
service for a specific shipment. 
 
Shipment Service Class 
 
Within the quotation, GM&T will identify a default shipment service class (i.e., speed of delivery time) 
that best matches the manufacturing time, and requested customer lead time (if any), for a particular 
part. Current Shipment Service Classes include; “Next Day Air”, “2 Day Express”, “Economy 
Express”, or “Ground”.  GM&T’s quotation will indicate the selected Shipment Service Class, along 
with any necessary modifiers to the description.  
 
For example, part orders requiring fulfillment within one or a few business days after receipt of order 
(ARO) will generally be quoted for shipment via a shipping mode defined as “Next Day Air” (either 
FedEx Standard Overnight or UPS Next Day Air). Part orders with fulfillment times in excess of fifteen 
(15) business days will generally be quoted for shipment via “Ground” services. Fulfillment times 
between these will generally select intermediate Shipment Service Classes (e.g., “2 Day Express”, 
“Economy Express”, etc.). 
 
Customers may request other shipment services (faster, if available, or slower) at the time of order. 
 
Estimated Cost of Shipping 
 
GM&T will typically add estimated shipping costs to the quotation. The estimate is based upon the 
default shipment service class for a particular manufacturing led time, and our estimate of the size of 
the shipment. 
 
Actual Cost of Shipping 
 
Actual costs of shipping may vary from the estimate. We handle this variation in the following way: 
 
--For customers pre-paying for parts based upon a quotation amount, GM&T will make a downward 
charge adjustment (i.e., a refund) if the actual shipping cost is less than the pre-paid cost. In the case 
that the actual cost is higher, the shipping cost in the quotation will hold. GM&T will cover the cost 
difference. 
 
--For customers paying via general credit terms, the actual shipping cost will appear on the order 
invoice.  
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Delivery and Title 
 
Title passes to the Buyer at the time and place of delivery to the carrier. Contractual delivery times 
agreed by the party are referenced to the time of delivery to the carrier. Actual arrival times at the 
Buyer may be later and may be affected by factors outside of the Seller's control.   
 
Delays in Transit 
 
Many factors, weather among them can delay goods while they are in transit. Such delays are outside 
of GM&T’s control. Specifically, any costs arising shipping-related delays are NOT the responsibility 
of GM&T. GM&T’s responsibility ends at the time the goods are accepted by the shipment carrier. 
GM&T does track the shipment status, and we will provide general shipment information that may be 
of assistance to customers that experience delays. However, upon receipt of the goods by the carrier, 
GM&T’s delivery time obligations are fulfilled with respect to the order. 
 
 


